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Abstract: Modular integrated construction (MiC) is an innovative technology that minimizes the
adverse impacts of construction not only in terms of material resources, energy consumption and
environmental issues but also by reducing construction times and costs. The widespread adoption of
these practices could therefore contribute to the construction industry’s sustainable development.
Despite the increasing public attention of MiC with a number of published works in various aspects,
there is still a lack of systematic assessment of its sustainability performance. We therefore reviewed
the published literature addressing the sustainability of MiC over the last two decades using a desktop
research method integrating a bibliometric search with quantitative and qualitative analyses. Our
objective was to investigate, evaluate, and summarize the ongoing research trends for sustainability-
related studies in MiC published in leading construction journals to identify promising potential
directions for future research. This research is intended to serve as a useful resource for practitioners
and researchers seeking to better understand the significance of this outstanding technology as we
strive to develop a more sustainable construction environment.

Keywords: modular integrated construction; off-site construction; sustainability; sustainable development;
research trends; future direction

1. Introduction

Over the past few years, the concept of sustainability in construction, or sustainable
construction, has become a global concern due to our growing awareness of the adverse
effects which the construction industry often has on the environment. These include
issues such as (1) virgin land use (e.g., forests, wetlands), which reduces biodiversity and
leads to soil degradation; (2) the overexploitation of natural resources, many of which are
non-renewable; (3) air and water pollution; (4) excessive water and energy consumption;
(5) waste production, and (6) the noise pollution caused by construction activities [1]. In
this context, modular integrated construction (MiC) is emerging as a cutting-edge and
effective alternative to conventional on-site building methods. The increasing use of this
technique is an economically viable way to address many of these issues.

MiC is one of the main off-site construction methods in which separate modules
are manufactured under controlled conditions in factories (85–90% of the project work)
and then transported to the site for installation to create a completed building [2,3]. In
order to provide value-for-money in the construction process, MiC applies the theories
of modularity, modularization, design for manufacture and assembly (DfMA), and lean
production, benefitting from their numerous environmental, economic, and social benefits
to help achieve sustainability goals [4]. Compared to conventional construction methods,
in addition to the construction time and cost savings achieved, MiC offers a number of ad-
vantages that contribute to sustainability in terms of the material resources required, energy
consumption, and environmental issues [5,6]. For example, a study conducted by [7] found
that implementing MiC can reduce construction greenhouse gas emissions by 32 kg/m2,
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approximately 3.2% below the level that would have been created if conventional methods
had been used. In another study focusing on construction materials during the manufac-
turing phase, an evaluation of the embodied carbon emissions revealed that employing a
MiC approach reduced the impact on the environment by roughly 36% compared to its
conventional counterpart [8]. Jaillon and Poon [9] found a reduction of 65% (on average)
in the construction waste on-site due to the implementation of MiC techniques. Despite
its numerous advantages, however, this innovative technology faces many challenges that
impede its performance, particularly technical, financial, and organizational barriers [10].

The growing popularity of this construction technique has attracted the attention of
researchers, who have examined a number of different aspects of MiC in recent years.
There is now an extensive literature on this topic, including studies on associated cost-
increasing risk factor in MiC implementation [11], the reductions in greenhouse gas emis-
sions achieved [12], and the benefits and barriers of implementing MiC [13–15]. The huge
volume of work published in this field in the last few years highlights the need for a
systematic analysis of the literature to identify the key research themes, the contributions
made by authors in various countries, and to qualitatively analyze these contributions.
Abdelmageed and Zayed [16] made a useful start on such an analysis, assessing the nu-
merous knowledge areas related to MiC by integrating a bibliometric search, a quantitative
analysis, and a qualitative analysis. Their paper, published in 2020, identified a number
of themes and ongoing trends in MiC research, as well as current gaps that would benefit
future research. They proposed six main categories for MiC research, namely building
design, management aspects, construction operations, sustainability, information manage-
ment technologies, and “other”, comprising 27.1%, 23.4%, 17.8%, 10.3%, 10.3%, and 11.1%,
respectively, of the publications to date.

There have also been numerous papers reviewing specific categories. While some have
looked at life cycle performance [17], barriers to the adoption of MiC [10], management
of MiC [18], and critical risk factors in MiC applications [19], others have focused on
methodologies and techniques [20], MiC applications in high-rise projects [21], and the
performance of MiC practices in specific countries, including Malaysia [22], Hongkong [9],
China [23], and the United Kingdom [24]. However, none of the extant literature sought
to appraise the development of studies related to sustainability in MiC implementations
specifically, even though sustainability is a critical factor in the decision-making process
for MiC projects [25]. Since the adoption of the United Nation’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development [26], scholars and practitioners have been working to develop sustainable
building methods as part of the effort to meet the Agenda’s Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). Surveys of the relevant literature therefore provide snapshots of the state-of-the-
art of sustainability in the construction industry at a specific point in time, increasing
stakeholders’ awareness of the current issues as well as giving practitioners insights into
future industry developments and their implications and directing researchers towards
potentially fruitful future research areas.

This study therefore aims to systematically summarize the existing literature and
present the current trends in MiC research from the perspective of sustainability. We will
(1) quantitatively assess the research contributions in MiC studies related to sustainability;
(2) develop a bibliometric science map for sustainability-related MiC papers that will
include publication statistics, the geographical distribution of papers and authors, countries
and journals making significant contributions, cite relevant papers, and examine authorship
patterns, and (3) provide a research framework that addresses the research gaps identified
between existing MiC papers in specific areas and propose directions for future research
that will support and enhance the sustainability of MiC. Our ultimate objective is to expand
the knowledge of academics in the field and encourage practitioners to appreciate the
sustainable contribution to be gained by implementing this innovative approach more
widely for construction projects. By providing a comprehensive overview of the current
research trends in MiC research related to sustainability, we hope to guide researchers’
future study orientations by signposting the way forward.
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2. Methodology

Systematic literature reviews are an effective scientific approach that involves syn-
thesizing knowledge for a specific study subject utilizing a systematic and objective
process [27]. It plays an important role, yielding insights into the status of research on a
particular topic, identifying knowledge gaps and generating recommendations for future
research [28]. Using a method recommended by previous researchers [16,29], MiC research
papers related to sustainability published from 2000 to 2021 were retrieved and analyzed
to identify current research trends and the main research interests related to sustainability
of MiC. Despite the fact that MiC has been employed since the 1960s, MiC- related research
has only gained traction in the turn of the century [16]. In addition, after being initially pre-
sented in 1994, the definitions and framework for sustainable construction implementation
were more strictly established in the 1999 Agenda 21 by International Council for Research
and Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB) [30]. Research on the sustainability in
construction has consequently gained increasing attention since 2000. Therefore, the last
two decades have been chosen as the timeframe for the analysis. The methodology adopted
consisted of three steps: (1) paper selection; (2) quantitative analysis, and (3) qualitative
analysis (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Research stages.

2.1. Paper Selection

To improve the coverage of the included studies in a systematic literature review, a
variety of relevant databases are normally used [31]. However, here, Scopus was the sole
search engine due to its wide coverage, high accuracy, and the ease with which structured
queries could be constructed compared to alternative literature databases such as Google
Scholar, Web of Science, and the ASCE library [32–34].

To find the required literature, a set of keywords were utilized to perform a comprehen-
sive desktop search using the title/abstract/keywords to find relevant papers. Keywords
were selected by skimming articles to find the proper terms and phrases, as well as those to
avoid. The initial search keywords used to capture all MiC-related papers were as follows:

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“modular construction” OR “modular integrated construction” OR
“MiC” OR “modular building” OR “prefabricated modular building” OR “prefabricated
prefinished volumetric construction” OR “PPVC” OR “modular home” OR “modular
building system” OR “prefabricated modular unit” OR “industrialized building system”
OR “IBS” OR “offsite construction” OR “off-site construction” OR “prefabricated” OR
“prefab” OR “pre-fab” OR “prefabricated construction” OR “pre-fabrication” OR “prefabri-
cation” OR “pre-fabricated” OR “preassembly” OR “pre-assembly” OR “pre-assembled”
OR “preassembled” OR “on site assembly” OR “on-site assembly”).

To limit the search to MiC research, specifically sustainability, an additional section
was added:

AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Sustainable Construction” OR “Sustainable Building” OR “Green
Building” OR “Construction Sustainability” OR “Green Technology” OR “Green Technologies”).

The following code was also added to specify the year of publication, the intended
area, and the type and language of documents:
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AND PUBYEAR > 2000 AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, “ENGI”) OR LIMIT-TO (SUB-
JAREA, “ENER”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “ar”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “cp”) OR
LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “re”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “English”)).

For the period 1 January 2000 to 30 September 2021, the search uncovered 452 Scopus
records, although this included some unrelated publications despite these restrictions.
Manual screening to limit the results to the intended area of study was therefore needed.
The title, abstract, and in some cases, the full paper was examined to ensure that unre-
lated documents were removed, thus increasing confidence in the results of the analysis.
Ultimately, 85 documents were found to be suitable for inclusion (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Results of each search step.

2.2. Quantitative Analysis

The next step was to perform the statistical evaluation of the bibliometric features
in the retrieved literature. There were 85 documents extracted to serve as the input. The
paper distribution based on the year of publication was analyzed to indicate the growth
and trends in MiC research on sustainability. The contribution of researchers located in
individual countries to each research field were examined to determine each country’s
industrial practice and technologies progress on that subject [35]. Statistical studies of
journals, top authors, research locations, and most cited articles were all conducted.

To determine the co-authors’ and countries’ contributions to MiC research in the field of
sustainability, the formula developed by Howard, Cole [36] was adopted. This formula has
also been used by other researchers conducting similar research reviews to identify research
trends in green building (GB) construction [29], management of MiC [18], and construction
partnering practices [35]. The proposed equation is shown in Equation (1) below:

Score =
1.5n−1

∑n
i=1 1.5n−i (1)

where n denotes the number of authors and i denotes the order in which they appear. Using
this approach, the author credits in a multi-authored work are proportionally distributed.
Table 1 presents a detailed score matrix for the authors, assigned from one point of each
paper. The resulting matrix was used to analyze the contributions of authors and their
countries to MiC research on sustainability over the study period.

Table 1. Score matrix for a sample multi-authored paper.

Order of Specific Co-Authors

1 2 3 4 5

1 1.00
2 0.6 0.4
3 0.47 0.32 0.21
4 0.42 0.28 0.18 0.12
5 0.38 0.26 0.17 0.11 0.08

This method identifies the top contributors to a particular research field, enabling
researchers to trace the achievements of previous contributors and assisting them to assess
their contributions to advancing research in the area of interest based on their findings. In
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addition, by utilizing VOSviewer, a text-mining software tool, bibliometric maps of scientific
research fields were generated to make full use of the bibliographical data, keywords,
and citations.

2.3. Qualitative Analysis

The aim of this analysis was to provide insights into the research pattern of MiC studies
related to sustainability by reviewing relevant MiC research papers selected utilizing the
method discussed above, rather than to analyze the entire population of MiC- related
studies. It is therefore critical to keep in mind that the findings reported here are obtained
from a very specific research paper sample space. The chosen sample is comprised of three
types of documents: articles (56.5%), conference papers (35.3%), and review papers (8.2%).
Conference papers are included by reason of their impact on the qualitative measure of
keyword occurrence, which reflects the sample and trends in the literature, and therefore
supports a deeper understanding of MiC research [37]. To achieve this, a bibliometric
map of keyword co-occurrences created by VOSviewer version 1.6.17 was used for topic
clustering. VOSviewer is a software application developed by Van Eck, N.J. and Waltman,
L. in Netherlands to create and visualize bibliometric networks. Documents from these
clusters were then examined and summarized in order to complete the categorization
and feed into an in-depth discussion of the research themes identified and reveal any
knowledge gaps. A research framework was then developed to highlight future research
directions and assist researchers, as well as contribute to the body of knowledge.

3. Quantitative Analysis

Research publications are a major pathway that enable researchers and academic
institutions to affect industrial practice [38]. The relevance of the geographical distribution
of the research being reported in these publications is based on our belief that the quantity of
academic publications on a specific subject in a country is likely to reflect how far industrial
practice and innovations advance on the subject in that country [35]. Figure 3 shows the
number of annual MiC research publications globally that are related to sustainability over
the two decades from 2000 to 2021.

Figure 3. Annual publication trend of MiC research related to sustainability.

Although there is some fluctuation in the number of papers from year to year, there
is generally a significant upward trend over the years. This pattern reflects the way that
sustainability in MiC research is attracting more attention from academics. The graph shows
that few studies on the sustainability of modular construction were published until 2012,
when there was a sudden spike in the number of papers published. This can be explained
by the fact that sustainability as a concept was just beginning to emerge during that period.
Additionally, the adoption of SDGs might also be considered as a partial influence on this
tendency. In fact, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) originated as a result of the
Rio 20+ United Nations Summit in 2012, before being formed with the Agenda 2030 and
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officially approved by the leaders of 193 nations in 2015 [39]. Following the endorsement
of the agenda, a significant number of publications have examined, analyzed, and in some
cases, criticized the SDGs in terms of their local application and usage as a framework for
industries and economic sectors [40]. This may partly explain why the figures then leveled
off in the four years from 2015 to 2018, albeit at a higher level, before rising sharply to
reach a peak of 16 papers in 2020. This trend was accelerating; 12 papers had already been
published by the end of July 2021, with more papers expected by the end of that year. This
is unsurprising, given that sustainability is now a topic of concern in countries around the
world due to our growing awareness of the importance of environmental issues and global
climate change [29]. To summarize, the results show that interest in MiC research related
to sustainability has increased considerably in the second decade compared to the first
decade of the twenty-first century, indicating that the sustainability of MiC is becoming
more significant to the worldwide construction industry.

3.1. Sources That Publish MiC Research Related to Sustainability

Identifying the sources that publish research related to sustainability was the first
objective for the scientometric analysis. Table 2 presents a list of the 14 sources with the
highest number of documents and citations. Looking at Table 2, the Journal of Cleaner
Production has published the most research papers, with a total document count of 8 found
by the Scopus search engine, followed by Sustainability (Switzerland) with the second highest
number of papers of 7; Energy and Buildings was third, with 4 papers.

Table 2. Sources of publishing MiC research work related to sustainability.

Sources Documents Cited By

Journal of Cleaner Production 8 225
Sustainability (Switzerland) 7 21

Energy and Buildings 4 336
Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers:

Engineering Sustainability 3 11

IOP Conference Series: Earth and Environmental Science 3 1
Construction Management and Economics 2 208

Building and Environment 2 116
Procedia Engineering 2 50

Journal of Green Building 2 33
Research Journal of Applied Sciences, Engineering

and Technology 2 9

E3S Web of Conferences 2 6
Malaysian Construction Research Journal 2 5
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science

and Engineering 2 1

Proceedings—FIB-Symposium on Concrete and
Environment 2001 2 -

In terms of the number of citations, papers in the International Journal of Sustainable
Construction Engineering and Technology were the most often cited, at 336, with the Journal
of Cleaner Production ranked second, at 225, followed by Construction Management and
Economics, where 2 highly influential papers had been cited 208 times. This finding is a
clear indicator reflecting the quality and impact of specific journals for MiC research work
related to sustainability that will serve as a useful reference list to guide scholars searching
for relevant papers in this field.

3.2. Countries That Are Actively Engaged in MiC Research Related to Sustainability

Research papers and reports are one of the most important ways for researchers and
academic institutions to influence industrial research and development (R&D) [38]. The
quantity of papers published reporting research on a given topic in a country or region
should thus provide a good indication of how far that country or region’s industrial practice
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and innovations have progressed in that field [35]. We therefore examined the research
contribution of each to acquire an overview of the current status of sustainability in MiC
practices in specific countries or regions.

The research contribution of each country or region was calculated by accumulating
the scores for each author engaged in MiC research related to sustainability working in that
country or region. Equation (1) was utilized to calculate a numerical score representing
each researcher’s contribution. Table 3 summarizes the results of the calculations of the
origins of the papers identified, together with the total numbers of documents, citations,
and researchers involved. Only countries having more than two documents are presented
in Table 3 below.

Table 3. Countries of origin of researchers publishing MiC research papers related to sustainability.

Country Documents Citations Score Number of Researchers

Malaysia 15 161 13.9 48
China 15 145 12.21 34

Australia 13 424 9.37 22
Canada 8 382 8 12

Hong Kong 9 342 6.82 13
United States 7 179 6.28 16

United Kingdom 7 107 4.7 13
Italy 4 35 3.21 13
Iran 3 7 1.3 2

Czech Republic 2 3 2 7
Germany 2 1 2 5

Greece 2 0 2 9
Spain 2 1 2 4
India 2 12 1.77 5

Interestingly, these results show that researchers in both developed and developing
countries are working on MiC-related research, confirming that sustainability in MiC is a
global concern. Malaysia, China, and Australia consistently published the most MiC papers
related to sustainability in the selected journals throughout the study period, with scores
of 13.9, 12.21, 9.37 and 15, 15, 13 documents, respectively. Taken together, these countries
have contributed as many papers on MiC research related to sustainability than all the
other countries combined. Developing countries like Malaysia and China have shown a
significant interest in promoting MiC research in the field of sustainability. Since modular
development has only become a priority in recent years in these countries, they receive
lower numbers of citations than other developed countries even though they are clearly
the largest contributors to MiC research during the study period.

When calculating the number of citations, however, research papers from Australia
were cited the most, with 424 citations, followed by Canada and Hong Kong, with 382
and 342, respectively. Remarkably, the top influential countries identified in our analysis,
namely the USA, Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, China, and Malaysia, were the
same as that reported in a recent literature review of research on MiC, even though different
attributes were selected for each ranking [16]. This supports the reasonableness of our
research findings.

3.3. Top Cited MiC Research Papers Related to Sustainability

When an existing perspective is presented, the authors are advised to cite their sources
for the assertions and opinions expressed. Citing a relevant paper provides evidence to
support their argument [18]. The citation index is thus becoming a critical tool for assessing
the impact of research articles [35]. According to the analysis, a 2012 paper by Aye et al.
entitled “Life cycle greenhouse gas emissions and energy analysis of prefabricated reusable
building modules” [41] was identified as the most cited document, with 218 citations
within the study period. A 2008 paper by Jaillon and Poon [42] that focused on promoting
sustainable construction aspects of prefabrication in dense urban environment, achieved
the second highest number of citations, at 190, followed by a 2016 paper by Kamali and
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Hewage [17] entitled “A systematic review on life cycle performance of modular buildings”,
with 150 citations. Literature reviews and case study analyses were the most popular
research methodology of the most often cited MiC papers about sustainability; a list of
these top-cited MiC papers related to sustainability and the research methodologies utilized
by each article are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Top-cited MiC research papers related to sustainability.

Source Title Year Citations Research Methodology

[41] Life cycle greenhouse gas emissions and energy
analysis of prefabricated reusable building modules 2012 218 Case study analysis

[42]
Sustainable construction aspects of using

prefabrication in dense urban environment: A
Hong Kong case study

2008 190 Questionnaire survey and case
study analysis

[17] Life cycle performance of modular buildings: A
critical review 2016 150 Systematic document analysis

[43] Effects of lean construction on sustainability of
modular homebuilding 2012 96 Case study analysis

[44]
Measuring the impact of prefabrication on

construction waste reduction: An empirical study
in China

2014 84 System dynamics (causal-loop
diagram and stock-flow diagram)

[45]
Development of performance criteria for

sustainability evaluation of modular versus
conventional construction methods

2017 83 Interview and questionnaire survey

[46] Sustainability perceptions of off-site manufacturing
stakeholders in Australia 2019 80 Qualitative content analysis

[47]

Assessment of embodied energy and global
warming potential of building construction using

life cycle analysis approach: Case studies of
residential buildings in Iskandar Malaysia

2015 76 Life cycle assessment

[48] Sustainability and resiliency metrics for
buildings—Critical review 2016 71 Literature review

[49]
Life cycle sustainability performance assessment

framework for residential modular buildings:
Aggregated sustainability indices

2018 45
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

and multi-criteria decision
analysis (MCDA)

[50] Critical sustainability factors in industrialised
building systems 2012 36 Literature review, survey, and

statistical data analysis

[51] Sustainability criteria for Industrialised Building
Systems (IBS) in Malaysia 2011 35 Literature review

[52]
Environmental impact of industrial prefabricated
buildings: Carbon and Energy Footprint analysis

based on an LCA approach
2014 33 Life cycle assessment, case

study analysis

[53]
Using life cycle assessment methods to guide
architectural decision-making for sustainable

prefabricated modular buildings
2012 33 Life cycle assessment, case

study analysis

[54] Lean principles for prefabrication in green
design-build (GDB) projects 2005 30 Literature review and case

study analysis

4. Co-Author Contributions

Table 5 presents a list of the most active authors working on sustainability in the
context of MiC. As mentioned earlier, the formula takes into account both the specific
order in which the authors are listed and the number of authors. The threshold was
set at two documents where a researcher was included as a co-author. Twenty authors
met this requirement. M. Kamali, at the University of British Columbia in Canada, and
R. Yunus at the Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia are the authors with the highest
contributions to sustainability-related MiC research, with a score of 2.74, followed by K.
Hewage, who co-authored five papers with Kamali as second author, achieving a score
of 1.84. R. Rostami from Malaysia, J. Yang from Australia, and X. Hu from Australia
also gained contribution scores of more than 1.0. This is not unexpected because Canada,
Malaysia, and Australia are included among the top countries that contributed most of the
relevant papers included in this analysis. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the impact of
a particular author may be measured by the number of citations their research papers attract.
For instance, Hewage and Kamali earned a total of 307 citations, while the two papers
written by Aye were cited 219 times. This result could be useful for individuals interested
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in MiC research and sustainability as it could help them develop helpful collaborations for
future research opportunities.

Table 5. Analysis of co-author contributions.

Author Country Affiliation Documents Citations Score

Kamali M. Canada University of British Columbia 5 307 2.74
Yunus R. Malaysia Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia 5 90 2.74

Hewage K. Canada University of British Columbia 5 307 1.84
Zayed T. Hong Kong The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 4 31 0.83

Khoshnava S.M. Malaysia UTM Construction Research Center 3 11 0.88

Lamit H. Malaysia Centre for the Study of Built Environment in the
Malay World (KALAM) 3 11 0.52

Rostami R. Malaysia Center for the Study of Built Environment in the
Malay World (KALAM) 3 11 1.12

Yang J. Australia Queensland University of Technology 3 89 1.2
Abdelmageed S. Hongkong The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 2 9 0.7

Aye L. Australia The University of Melbourne 2 219 0.7
Chong H.-Y. Australia Curtin University 2 82 0.72

Dave M. Australia UNSW Australia 2 16 0.84
Hu X. Australia Deakin University 2 82 1.07

Hussein M. Hong Kong The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 2 1 0.45
Li Z. Hong Kong The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 2 93 0.26

Pan W. Hong Kong The University of Hong Kong 2 28 0.61
Prasad D. Australia UNSW Australia 2 16 0.28
Shen G.Q. Hong Kong The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 2 84 0.64

Teng Y. Hong Kong The University of Hong Kong 2 28 0.92
Watson B. Australia UNSW Australia 2 16 0.43

4.1. Keyword Repetition Analysis

Van Eck and Waltman [55] contended that keywords are the foundation of all core
study subjects in the academic literature. A bibliometric analysis may disclose a subject’s
knowledge structure through a statistical study of the most often occurring terms in the
existing literature, since author and index keywords reflect the most valuable information
included in the articles [56]. It can also identify the limits of knowledge in the study
domain, as well as providing correlations and trends between research areas [16]. A
thorough examination of the most frequently mentioned keywords might be sufficient to
identify the prominent research frontiers in a particular subject [57].

Table 6 presents the statistical details for the most active keywords in the papers
published on sustainability and MiC. Here, the link determined the network’s complexity
among keywords and the total link strength indicated the interrelatedness of the key-
words. The keyword mapping utilized VOS Viewer’s keywords’ co-occurrence analysis
(Figure 4); the occurrence threshold, which was set to 2, identified 32 relevant keywords
out of the 211 considered. “Sustainability” was the most repeated keyword, followed by
“Prefabrication” and “Offsite Construction”. While these keywords reflect the major usage
found in the literature, less frequently repeated keywords covered more tightly focused
knowledge topics. Total link strength was then considered to identify relevant subfields
and research issues. For instance, keywords that identified specific subjects in MiC research,
such as “Life cycle assessment (LCA)”, “Bench marking”, “Green construction”, “Life cycle
performance”, and “Sustainability criteria”, scored total link strengths of 14, 10, 9, 8, and 6,
respectively. Broader research themes identified in the literature will be discussed in the
next section.
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Table 6. Analysis of keyword repetitions.

Label Cluster Links Total Link
Strength Occurrences Avg.

Pub. Year
Avg.

Citations
Avg. Norm.
Citations

Sustainability 6 22 50 32 2016 19.8 0.8
Prefabrication 1 9 16 12 2016 46.9 1.1

Off-site construction 8 8 16 9 2018 42.6 1.4
Modular construction 2 11 21 8 2018 42.9 2.5

Industrialized building
systems (IBS) 5 9 15 8 2016 17.1 0.8

Life cycle assessment (LCA) 3 11 14 6 2017 52.0 1.8
Sustainable construction 1 5 7 5 2016 39.2 0.5

Malaysia 4 6 12 4 2014 7.3 0.5
Sustainability assessment 1 7 8 4 2020 9.5 0.6

Benchmarking 2 7 10 3 2018 24.7 1.7
Green construction 4 5 9 3 2014 4.7 0.2

Construction 1 5 5 3 2018 1.3 1.1
Modular building 3 4 5 3 2016 19.0 0.7
Embodied energy 5 3 3 3 2017 75.7 1.5

Modular integrated
construction 7 2 3 3 2021 3.0 1.2

Prefabricated buildings 3 2 2 3 2018 11.3 1.1
Life cycle performance 2 7 8 2 2017 97.5 2.9
Construction industry 4 6 7 2 2017 2.0 0.1
Sustainability criteria 2 5 6 2 2018 64.0 3.6

Sustainability indicators 2 4 6 2 2018 23.0 1.6
Guidelines 1 3 4 2 2020 0.5 0.0
Housing 1 2 4 2 2019 7.5 0.4

Conventional construction 2 3 4 2 2019 42.0 2.7
Industry 4.0 1 3 3 2 2021 0.5 0.7

Energy efficiency 3 3 3 2 2017 17.0 1.0
Sensitivity analysis 3 2 3 2 2018 39.5 2.2

Case studies 7 3 3 2 2021 11.5 3.6
Lean construction 8 2 3 2 2012 50.5 0.9
Modular design 2 2 2 2 2014 6.5 0.4

Energy 6 1 2 2 2016 5.5 0.9
Stakeholders 6 1 2 2 2016 58.0 3.0

Prefabricated construction 5 1 1 2 2020 5.5 0.6

Figure 4. Bibliometric map of keyword co-occurrence, constructed using VOS viewer.
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5. Qualitative Analysis

Sustainable development has long been a topic of interest for researchers in many
different fields. For those working on MiC, sustainability is an important focus, accounting
for 10.3% of the papers published, comparable to the numbers published on construc-
tion operations, building design, management aspects, and information management
technologies [16]. This section presents the thematic analysis conducted to identify the
current trends in MiC research from the perspective of sustainability.

The keyword co-occurrence map in Figure 4 contains eight clusters, which represent
domains that are conceptually related. Based on this result and an additional quality
analysis, the themes of interest in current MiC research related to sustainability were
categorized and the results are presented in Table 7. Four main categories of research were
identified, namely: (1) sustainable operation of MiC; (2) advanced technology for MiC;
(3) sustainability assessment, and (4) energy performance.

Table 7. Main categories of MiC research related to sustainability.

Research Topics Sub-Topics Percentage of Papers (%)

Sustainable operation of MiC

Sustainable benefits and challenges of MiC, Critical factors
influencing sustainable construction capability of MiC,
Combination of GB and MiC, Potential contribution of MiC
to sustainable construction practices

42 (49.4)

Sustainability assessment

Life Cycle Assessment comparison of MiC and conventional
methods, Sustainability factors to assess MiC, Embodied
carbon/carbon footprint evaluations, Environmental impact
assessments, Sustainability assessment frameworks for MiC

29 (34.1)

Advanced technology for MiC

Green building technologies for MiC, Modular components
with sustainable performance, Optimization of modular
component, Efficiency evaluation of modular components in
construction, Sustainable design strategies for MiC

8 (9.4)

Energy performance
Energy consumption assessments, Energy efficiency
evaluations, Embodied energy comparisons of MiC and
conventional methods

6 (7.1)

5.1. Sustainable Operation of MiC

The majority of the documents examined focused on the sustainable operation of MiC,
with 42% of papers falling under this area. The literature in this theme covers a wide range
of sub-topics that fundamentally center on problems related to the implementation and
development of MiC projects. These studies were particularly interested in investigating
the factors and perspectives that potentially encourage or impede MiC usage, such as
sustainable building performance, sustainability factors that affect the ability to successfully
implement MiC applications, and potential combinations of MiC and GB approaches.

A number of studies promoted the sustainable benefits of MiC when compared to
traditional construction methods [13,42,58,59], while others identified the obstacles hin-
dering MiC implementations to support green and sustainability objectives [60,61]. For
instance, Nahmens and Ikuma [43] examined the effects of MiC on different dimensions
of sustainability, highlighting the way this construction method had a significant positive
environmental impact by reducing material waste by 64%, a considerable social impact
by avoiding unnecessary critical safety hazards such as excessive force, bad posture, and
struck-by incidents, and a considerable economic effect by cutting production hours by
31%. Kamali and Hewage [17] conducted a critical review on the benefits and challenges of
MiC, focusing specifically on the excellent environmental performance of modular facilities
over their life cycle. MiC buildings were found, on average, to deliver a better life cycle
performance, especially for features such as a building’s energy performance.

To demonstrate the sustainable benefits of this type of construction, several case studies
conducted analyses of individual projects, including “The Stack” in Korea [4], an adaptable
modular sustainable commercial building “Co2nverse” in Europe [62], and a modular
LEED gold building in Long Beach, California [63]. A comprehensive list of sustainability
factors impacting MiC implementation developed by Saleh and Alalouch [64] indicated
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that environment-related factors were commonly regarded as the most important factors,
followed by implementation-related factors and social-related factors, with economic-
related factors being considered the least important.

MiC practice that hindered MiC implementations included cost issues, policy issues,
the lack of expertise and/or knowledge, and a general lack of understanding about green
and sustainable issues, in descending order of importance [65]. Despite such obstacles, the
wider adoption of MiC is still expected to be a key technology in the future as the con-
struction industry comes under more pressure to achieve sustainability goals [59]. Various
studies have explored the factors that are critical for successful MiC implementations that
support green practices and sustainability. Research by Hu, Chong [46] indicated that stake-
holders’ perceptions regarding the sustainability of MiC encompass social, environmental,
and economic sustainability dimensions, with “high quality”, “customer-focused approach
and customization”, “cost effectiveness and affordability”, and “innovation” being the
most frequently mentioned. Similarly, the same concerns related to the Triple Bottom Line
(TBL) involved 18 sustainable factors for MiC implementation and their interrelationships,
as identified in a study by Yunus, Hamid [66]. They noted that support from the authorities’
efforts was a vital preliminary step in projects seeking to adopt sustainable practices for
MiC applications in Malaysia. Moreover, Dang, Niu [60] concluded that construction enter-
prises should focus on prefabricated construction business scope expansion, improving
project delivery quality, supporting technology investment and innovation, and boosting
the return on investments in technology to enhance industry’s practitioners’ ability to
undertake sustainable MiC projects.

The potential combination of MiC and Green Building (GB) was mentioned in several
papers. Tang [67] discussed the comprehensive implementation of BIM in green construc-
tion for MiC, identifying four important aspects, namely scheme optimization design,
construction layout, construction management, and energy saving and control cost. A
GB modular system consisting of 18 modules divided across various system elements
was suggested by Bai [68] for optimizing the design process and reducing the need to
repeat work, as well as facilitating and adjusting elements of a scheme in a timely manner,
thanks to foreknowledge regarding the rate of economy and technology. Moreover, to
emphasize the synergies to be gained by combining the principles of MiC and GB, a project
for a modular LEED Gold office building was developed [63]. The study described the
project’s attempt to provide a “lean and green” model for design and construction that not
only fulfills the modularity and LEED Gold requirements but is also feasible from a cost
perspective. This is a particularly useful case study for those in the construction industry
seeking to implement lean and green practices.

5.2. Sustainability Assessment

Sustainability assessments of MiC projects have received a lot of attention from re-
searchers. Most studies have focused on assessing the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
associated with MiC, as these are responsible for serious environmental issues such as
global warming and ozone depletion. For example, a study by Ma, Sun [69] indicated a
likely reduction of carbon intensity due to MiC. They employed a hierarchical fuzzy compre-
hensive evaluation based on Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to construct a science-based,
reasonable evaluation model with which to measure the overall carbon emission of MiC
buildings. They developed an evaluation index system for analyzing the carbon emissions
of MiC buildings for three construction phases, namely, production in plants, logistics
transportation, and assembly construction. Applying their new model to a case study
of a project in Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, identified a moderate level of carbon
emissions, with an evaluation score of 0.45. They also proposed a number of emission-
cutting strategies, including expanding the building industry’s market scale, optimizing the
usage of building materials, establishing special funding for MiC buildings, and enhancing
MiC monitoring. Other studies have reported quantitative assessments conducted to di-
rectly compare the carbon emissions between MiC and conventional construction methods.
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Generally, most of these studies found that MiC reduces carbon emissions significantly
compared to their conventional counterparts, with MiC buildings reducing carbon dioxide
equivalent emissions by 30% [70], 46.9% [12], 11% [52], and 42.76% [71]. For instance, in a
case study conducted in a developing country by Pervez, Ali [12], MiC accounted for a total
of 3449.73 kg CO2-equivalent GHG emissions, while its conventional counterpart resulted
in a total of 6501.91 kg CO2-equivalent GHG emissions, so MiC resulted in a reduction
of 3052.19 kg CO2-equivalent GHG emissions (46.9%). This is one of several case studies
that suggested that MiC is more environmentally friendly than conventional construc-
tion, which represents important information for those seeking to reduce the construction
industry’s global carbon footprint.

Several researchers have sought to define an ecological footprint to benchmark the
sustainability of MiC buildings and components [72]. The objective here was not only to
assess the associated CO2 emissions but also to provide a comprehensive estimate of the
resources and energy from the prefabricated process life cycle. Similarly, Lim, Yahya [73]
estimated the amount of GHG based on materials and resources created for a MiC structure
to be 0.127 tons of fossil CO2 Eq per square meter of floor area. This can be used to calculate
the carbon footprint of other MiC constructions with comparable attributes simply by
multiplying the total build-up area by a factor of 0.127 tons of fossil CO2 Eq.

Life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) are effective
tools that are now being widely utilized to assess the sustainability of building projects.
In an LCIA comparative study on the MiC method for different structures, particularly
those involving steel and concrete [74], the results indicate that steel construction produces
higher emissions (9623.13 kg CO2 Eq) than comparable concrete structures (8264.03 kg
CO2 Eq) in the GHG category. However, the same study found that steel MiC reduced
emissions compared to concrete MiC in non-renewable energy measures by roughly 37%, in
respiratory inorganics by 38%, in land occupation by 43%, and in mineral extraction by 40%.
A comparative LCA analysis for material and construction stage of residential apartment
complexes in Iskandar Malaysia to determine the life cycle impact assessment between MiC
and conventional concrete cast in situ, [47] revealed that conventional concrete cast in situ
has a higher global warming potential (GWP) than MiC, with the difference being 11.7%
and 20.42% in the material and construction stage, respectively. These differences are con-
siderable, especially for the construction stage, at least partly because MiC requires less time
to build than cast-in-place structures, which has a direct impact on the total impact of GWP
on the environment. However, a comparative LCA study on three single-family dwellings
(one conventional and two modular) [75] revealed that neither modular nor conventional
construction methods are the complete answer for environmentally friendly construction.
These findings demonstrate that implementing techniques such as optimal designs, and
reductions in material and labor transportation for both modular and conventional building
projects, as well as an increase in the yearly production of modular manufacturing facilities,
can improve the construction industry’s environmental performance.

The process of picking an appropriate construction method among the various alterna-
tives for a specific building project is still far from straightforward, since the overall environ-
mental trade-offs offered by each of these construction methods remain unclear. Challenges
remain due to issues such as implicit system boundaries; inconsistent methods, models,
and units, and limited accountability [76]. Given these concerns, various systems have
been developed in an effort to enhance sustainability performance assessment through-
out the construction life cycle, including sustainability assessment frameworks [49,77],
sustainability assessment models [78,79], and sustainability performance criteria [45,51].
Sustainability assessment of building systems themselves as components of the entire
building have also been proposed [80,81]. For instance, a sustainability evaluation criterion
proposed by Kamali and Hewage [45] sought to distinguish between the sustainability of
modular and conventional construction methods, examining 33 sustainability performance
indicators based on three TBL sustainability categories, i.e., environmental, economic, and
social, that were identified and rank assessed by construction professionals. Their findings
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can help construction industry experts develop a thorough understanding of the most
applicable TBL sustainability criteria for their project, balanced over the projected life
cycle to support sustainable construction. In a later study, Kamali, Hewage [49] took this
further, proposing a step-by-step framework as a methodology to estimate the overall
sustainability performance indices of individual residential buildings. These sustainabil-
ity performance criteria were developed and analyzed using AHP multi-criteria decision
analysis and the Elimination and Choice Translating Reality (ELECTRE) method. They
concluded by utilizing the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
(TOPSIS) and validating a case study to deliver a more practical benchmarking approach.
Despite limitations in sample size and the limited number of case studies examined, the
guidelines in this study established a useful starting point for the residential modular
building benchmarking process.

Likewise, Liu and Qian [78] developed a theoretical model based on life cycle sustain-
ability assessment (LCSA) that combined environmental life cycle assessment, life cycle cost
analysis, and social life cycle assessment. Their integrated AHP-ELECTRE approach was
designed to tackle issues related to comparing and ranking numerous decision-making al-
ternatives. A comparative case study analysis of three building structural designs presented
to indicate the feasibility of the proposed LCSA model concluded that a semi prefabricated
design was the best alternative in terms of the sustainability level achieved followed by
MiC-based design, with conventional construction coming in last. In this investigation,
MiC did not achieve the highest ranking as expected due to its immature market and the
consequent increase in costs and energy consumption during the construction process.

Other MiC research related to sustainability assessment focused on measuring other
environmental indicators such as waste generation, waste disposal [44], and interior micro-
climate [82]. These studies play an important role in enhancing stakeholders’ understanding
of MiC’s potential and its relevance to sustainability, as well as providing guidelines for
incorporating sustainability issues and concepts into MiC implementations.

5.3. Advanced Technology for MiC

To enhance the sustainability of MiC construction, several advanced technologies
and strategies have been investigated by various researchers. Key technologies for MiC
towards GB were proposed by Li [83] with the goal of providing a point of reference for
the future development of MiC technologies. These comprised: (1) establishing a model
guide system, (2) logistics management technology for prefabricated components, and
(3) high-precision quick-release combined formwork construction. Dave, Bilbao [84] uti-
lized AccuRate Sustainability, Australia’s national benchmark software tool, in an iterative
process to create optimal designs for various orientations and climate zones in Australia.
This study investigated the process of enhancing the performance of an existing design as
well as generating a thermally optimized new design, demonstrating that an integrated
design approach that strategically incorporates flexibility and economically rationalizes
redundancy in the type, amount, and placement of shading, glazing, and insulation which
can result in a resilient overall design solution. With significantly improved results for
thermal performance when compared to existing designs, this study shows the potential
for a more holistic approach to net zero energy and self-sufficient modular dwellings.

In terms of modular building components, Naji et al. [85] conducted a multi-objective
optimization investigation of building envelopes to better understand the impacts of
envelope components on energy performance and indoor environmental quality, with the
aim being to create a more sustainable building by minimizing objective functions such as
life cycle cost, annual thermal discomfort hours, and annual daylight unsatisfied hours. This
study utilized the Transient System Simulation Tool (TRNSYS) and EnergyPlus simulation
manager for the parametrics + Evolutionary Algorithms (jEPlus + EA) as the optimization
tool. The resulting optimal solutions achieved a reduction of 27–31% in life cycle cost
compared to the baseline and a reduction of 6–55% among the various locations tested in
terms of thermal discomfort hours. Li, Lu [86] took a different approach, highlighting the
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environmental performance of each construction component and developing optimum
options for an integrated envelope design for MiC buildings throughout both phases,
design, and renovation. Two types of thermal insulation materials, namely, high insulation
panels and aerogel blankets, were analyzed to investigate the potential utility of a climate-
responsive building approach known as “reverse install”. The building facades were also
dynamically modified in response to climate change by utilizing diverse modular building
envelope modules such as sunshades, preheaters, ventilation, air filtration, pest control,
and other functional needs to improve the building’s climatic adaptability. In a study
examining the sustainable prefab housing solution for wall components [87], a simulation
comparing commercially available fly ash brick and industrial waste of co-fired blended
ash brick revealed that using these bio-based prefab panels could cut peak cooling demand
by a factor of six, making buildings considerably more energy efficient. An implementation
for mass housing ranging above 100 units was projected to yield sustainable efficiency not
only environmentally but also economically. Turner, Oyekan [88] explored a framework
that applied embedded IoT (Internet of Things) which enabled sensing technology within
all stages of a modular building life cycle and highlighted the use of concrete as a modular
sensing structure. They concluded that monitoring the material’s health in situ, as well as
recoding environmental parameters over time, could increase the lifespan of such structures.
In an industry under pressure to cut CO2 emissions, the possibility of turning building
components into plug-and-play IoT-compliant assets opens new opportunities for whole
life cycle control of concrete usage.

5.4. Energy Performance

There are many reports in the literature comparing the energy usage associated with
the adoption of MiC with that of conventional building methods. Zaini, Ibrahim [89] found
that the total energy consumption due to building materials in MiC and conventional
projects were 26.93 CO2eq/m2 and 39.57 CO2eq/m2, respectively, with MiC enjoying a
31.94% reduction compared with conventional methods. However, Abey and Anand [90]
argued that the embodied energy per unit floor area of MiC building was actually higher
due to the use of prefabricated wall panels instead of brick infill, which was assumed for
the conventional building. In particular, the building embodied energy of MiC buildings,
utilizing prefabricated wall panels, was 5.01 GJ/m2, while that of conventional buildings
adopting brick infill walls was much lower, at 4.02 GJ/m2. Their study also implied that
using wire-cut bricks and fly ash bricks rather than wall panels would reduce the total
embodied energy of the building by 15% and 40%, respectively.

As a building’s total energy consumption is the sum of its embodied energy and
operation energy, the cumulative energy consumed during its lifetime to assure the security
and habitability of its occupants should be taken into consideration. A numerical simulation
analysis with EnergyPlus suggested that new MiC building elements deliver a better energy
performance than conventional building elements [91]. This is because the enhanced
energy performance focuses primarily on heating loads, whereas cooling loads are not
substantially reduced as a result of implementing additional building envelope measures.
The results obtained showed the potential utility of MiC when it comes to reducing the
energy demand for both heating and cooling periods, as well as improving indoor comfort
for the inhabitants. Faludi, Lepech [53] compared the life cycle impacts for individual
life cycle phases for a building as built (with 30% photovoltaic energy), a prefabricated
commercial building with average energy use in California, and a net-zero-energy building
(100% photovoltaic energy), based on a building lifetime of 50 years. Even without the
benefits of PV panels, the energy models showed that an MiC building would consume
around 60% less energy than a comparable typical building in the same climate zone and
geographic location. Even for a high-efficient MiC building, these findings indicate that
lowering energy impacts during the building usage phase through energy efficiency and
clean energy generation should be the primary goal for a more sustainable design of a
commercial MiC building. With that concern, the authors went on to consider several
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potential design options such as using supplementary cementitious materials to replace
cement in concrete, using recycled carpet, reducing insulation, or removing the raised floor
ventilation system.

As the above discussion demonstrates, in addition to the numerous advantages of
MiC compared to conventional construction methods, namely the significant time and
cost savings, higher manufacturing quality and precision, easier component dismantling
and reuse, and reduced environmental degradation, MiC has considerable potential for
achieving an advanced level of thermal and energy performance. To fully achieve this
potential, modular building systems developed to address the targets set for net Zero
Energy Buildings (nZEB) must pursue higher levels of quality in the built environment
by adopting high-performance solutions [92]. Some attempts have already been made to
appraise the mass customization for zero-energy housing because incorporating energy-
efficient components made using mass manufacturing techniques customized to address
the specificities of each site and its future users is key for sustainable design [93]. Mass
customization has been described by Japanese manufacturers as that which enables end-
users to customize their future homes in detail, including a wide range of environmental
features, while effectively communicating the dwelling’s eventual operational energy costs
and carbon footprints through sophisticated tools, visuals, catalogues, guides, and models.
By supporting end-users to make informed choices, these companies are taking the lead in
the production of zero-energy and zero-carbon dwellings.

6. Discussion

Based on the findings of the qualitative analysis in the previous section, a research
framework was established to present the current status of MiC research related to sustain-
ability (Figure 5). The framework reflects the current themes and topics, and accordingly,
the limitations and future directions for future research. The left side of Figure 5 depicts
the categorization for the main topics including sustainable operation, sustainability assess-
ment, advanced technology, and energy performance, which were further subdivided into
several subtopics. The gaps that these researches face are then outlined as a foundation for
recommending new paths. Eventually, research directions toward sustainability of MiC are
proposed, which are presented in detail in this section. The proposed directions may serve
as helpful references for academics in future research to add to the existing corpus of MiC
knowledge regarding sustainability.

6.1. Social Sustainability

The concept of sustainable development was developed based on the interrelation-
ships between three main TBL dimensions, i.e., environmental, economic, and social.
However, our review of the literatures revealed a lack of research on social sustainabil-
ity. Despite being mentioned in several studies as one of the characteristics promoting
sustainability [46,77,94], the social dimension is largely ignored. Indeed, there is some
imprecision in much of the language used, with non-equivalent terms being used inter-
changeably, for example, green buildings and high-performance buildings, and sustainable
buildings being confused with ecologically responsible buildings, such as energy- effi-
cient ones. Social sustainability has consequently garnered less attention in the context
of sustainable development than it deserves. There is, thus, a strong case to be made for
focusing on social sustainability as a potential research topic for studies on MiC. Despite its
numerous definitions, aspects, and features explored in various literature contexts, social
sustainability has been defined as meeting a variety of human needs, preserving nature, and
achieving social justice, as well as supporting human dignity and political involvement [95].
Under the social dimension, future studies on MiC could usefully focus on health and
well-being, safety and security, sensitivity to local cultures, employment opportunities
and, especially, post occupancy evaluation. These social issues need to be thoroughly
mapped in coordination with the objectives of sustainable development. Moreover, a better
understanding of users’ satisfaction could greatly enrich the recognition of practitioners
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about users’ actual demand, hence affecting stakeholders’ consideration of using MiC in
construction practice and, consequently, contributing to advancing MiC in the future.

Figure 5. Research framework for MiC research related to sustainability.

6.2. Green Building Certification for MiC

As part of the effort to achieve this goal, there is a growing awareness of the need to
develop new sustainability evaluation tools that include all the TBL components. Various
studies have reported the development of tools to evaluate the sustainability of MiC build-
ings, as mentioned in the previous section. However, these generally go no further than
proposing frameworks or models, or focus on assessing particular aspects, for example, car-
bon emissions. Due to the limited effectiveness of the existing rating systems, the question
is whether or not current GB rating tools should be utilized to evaluate MiC buildings.

The most widely accepted GB rating systems, such as LEED, BREEAM, and Green
Mark, could also be applied for MiC projects in various structural forms, ranging from
prefabricated building components and parts through to whole building units. To show the
potential for combining MiC and GB, a report by a LEED AP recommended the alignment
of MiC industry with the Prerequisite and Credit requirements embedded in the LEED
building rating system report [96]. The report summarized the advantages of MiC related
to LEED V3 prerequisites and credit categories, i.e., (1) sustainable site, (2) water efficiency,
(3) energy and atmosphere, (4) material and resources, (5) indoor environmental quality,
(6) innovation and design process, and (7) regional priority. These advantages make MiC a
leader when it comes to GB practices thanks to the off-site processes utilized that support
efficiency, safety, flexibility, and adaptability.

However, these sustainability evaluation methods have not yet been widely used
for evaluating the success of MiC projects, and the rules and standards regarding the
application of GB certification to MiC implementation levels in construction projects remain
unclear. An important point is that for LEED, when prefabricated modular components
are employed as part of a larger building, the individual components or subassemblies
do not themselves earn LEED certification. This is because they must not only fulfill the
LEED criteria that apply to them but are also subject to the LEED rating system as it applies
to the finished building type under consideration [97]. In addition, a LEED V4 project
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must be in a permanent location on existing land. Therefore, the existing rating system
cannot be applied to mobile MiC projects that may be relocated to a new site. Hence, more
research and studies are needed to explore the possibility of establishing a GB rating system
specifically designed for MiC projects, as opposed to conventional site-built structures.
Accordingly, newly built or renovated structures, as well as the reuse of existing buildings
should be considered when conducting evaluations and approving GB certification.

6.3. Environmental Impact Assessment

Regarding environmental impact assessments, the prior MiC research has mainly
focused on examining GHG emissions, GWP, respiratory inorganics, land occupation, and
mineral extraction. However, many other indicators have also been used to assess the
environmental impact of a project, especially in the construction industry, including ozone
depletion potential, acidification potential, abiotic depletion potential, photochemical ozone
creation potential, eutrophication potential, water, and pollution footprint, among others.
Other categories that may be mentioned are human health, ecosystem production capacity,
non-biological resources, influence on biodiversity, and cultural and recreational value [98].
Depending on their environmental goals and ecological features, countries choose and
develop their own LCIA procedures based on the environmental impact categories that
are most important in their context. These indicators could be considered for further
LCIA research on MiC in the future. Additionally, sustainability assessments should
continue to be conducted throughout the project life cycle, including the building operation
and demolition phases, as the existing studies have mostly concentrated on the building
embodied phase. Here, real-time data mining and advanced simulations will be both useful
and necessary.

6.4. Real Time Data Mining, Advanced Simulation, Automated Design Process

The IoT, A.I. and cloud computing provide new prospects for smart applications
in the construction industry in general, and modular construction in particular. Recent
advances in technology have contributed significantly to the sustainable development of
MiC in terms of enhanced construction schedule and process, valuable decision-makers,
better supplies and services, higher reliability, and lower costs. Several of the technological
solutions discussed in Section 5.3 have helped to optimize the sustainability performance
of MiC. Integrated modular envelopes, analytical tools to generate optimized designs, and
industrialized lightweight volumetric modular modeling all provide useful information.
According to the findings of this study, however, there has been very limited research on the
topic of real-time data mining (DM), advanced simulation, and automated design process.

DM is a powerful tool for automatically discovering hidden knowledge from enor-
mous and complicated databases. While DM applications might already be adopted in
some areas of construction, such as waste management [99], cost overrun prediction [100],
and structural health warnings [101], how could it impact the field of MiC? DM could
play a potentially valuable role in MiC through real-time site monitoring and building
performance data collection, not only in the early project stage but right through from
construction to operation. The knowledge generated could feed into construction partners,
especially architects and engineers, facilitating performance data collection, filtering, ana-
lytics, interpretation, and storage for prediction, as well as optimizing building structures
and designs for their future projects. This IoT-based application provides an opportunity
for the creation of cutting-edge construction solutions that improve the delivery of smart
construction in the future construction projects. One potential research methodology for
this area might be an experimental approach using sample modular units. These modular
units could also be exploited to develop collaborations between academic and business
researchers by sharing the database collected. This would make it possible to test the
performance of individual MiC components such as wall panels, thermal sensing systems,
smart home systems, and green roofs, etc. In addition, this could be extended to examine
the differences between the actual performance of a building and simulations. Advanced
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simulation could be especially beneficial for creating a variety of viable solutions for project
modeling during the design phase. Advanced simulation covers numerous areas such
as visual simulations (for tasks such as manufacturing, transportation, handling, and the
assembly of modules), building physics simulations (to model the acoustic, thermal, and
visual properties, as well as inhabitants’ comfort and air quality), energy consumption and
fire safety simulations, to name just a few.

Automated generative design systems should also receive more attention from MiC
researchers as the design process is based on multiple repetitions of the same volumetric
modular units or modular components. By changing standards, parameters, and/or spatial
properties, this technology can provide instant insights that enable designers to explore and
optimize design solutions. Therefore, research is needed to develop methods, algorithms,
and tools that support automated generative design processes, enabling designers to select
the best combination of building layout, components, and materials, enhance the project’s
lifetime value, and improve cost efficiency. All these can contribute to achieving the desired
sustainability goals.

7. Conclusions

This study was conducted to provide fresh insights into the latest sustainability re-
search trends and advances in the MiC industry through a systematic analysis of the
sustainability-related MiC research documents published throughout the last two decades.
In this study, 85 documents were retrieved by filtering the 161,762 results initially identified
from the Scopus database and subjected to an in-depth analysis. The results revealed a
significant growth in the number of MiC research publications related to sustainability
in the last few years, demonstrating the mounting global concern related to construction
sustainability issues. Our quantitative analysis revealed that researchers in Malaysia, China,
Australia, Canada, and Hong Kong are publishing the most papers on the selected aspects
of MiC. Professor M. Kamali from the University of British Columbia in Canada is the
author who has contributed the most to MiC research related to sustainability, achieving
the highest score and the most citations, at 2.74 and 307, respectively. The Journal of Cleaner
Production was the top publishing source, with 8 documents, while the International Jour-
nal of Sustainable Construction Engineering and Technology was identified as the most-cited
journal source, with 336 citations.

Regarding the qualitative analysis, the topics of interest for MiC research related to sus-
tainability were classified into 4 categories: (1) Sustainable operation of MiC; (2) Sustainability
assessment; (3) Advanced technology for MiC, and (4) Energy performance. Of these,
“Sustainable operation of MiC” was the most common topic. Based on the critical review of
related literature, a research framework was developed to illustrate the research themes
and their subtopics. Research gaps were discussed, and potential research directions pro-
posed to encourage deeper explorations within the MiC field related to sustainability. The
directions suggested for future research include social sustainability, GB certification for
MiC, environmental impact assessment, real-time data mining, advanced simulation, and
an automated design process.

This paper provides a useful overview of this relatively new field and should thus help
researchers and practitioners in the construction industry to gain a general understanding
of the current status of MC research related to sustainability. Academics, practitioners,
corporations, and governmental organizations may find it useful to refer to the researchers
featured in the highlighted profiles to strengthen partnerships and develop future collabo-
ration opportunities. The proposed research directions may also be useful references for
researchers planning future research to supplement the current body of MiC knowledge
related to sustainability. Finally, it is important to note that this analysis might be improved
by increasing the sample size and including more document types such as government
reports, thesis outputs, and literature published in languages other than English.
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